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ABSTRACT Label distribution learning (LDL) is a popular research trend in multi-label learning.
Competing methods have been designed to improve the predictive performance. In this paper, we propose a
method called cosine-based correlation for LDL (COS-LDL). The key issue is how to exploit correlations
among different labels of the same instance. We propose a distance-mapping function for this purpose.
With this mapping function, we design an objective function and its corresponding learning algorithm.
Experiments undertaken on thirteen real-world datasets compare with eight LDL state-of-the-art methods.
Results demonstrate that COS-LDL outperforms them in eight out of ten popular measures.

INDEX TERMS Cosine similarity, distance-mapping matrix, label correlation, label distribution learning

I. INTRODUCTION

LABEL distribution learning (LDL) [1]–[6] is a general-
ization of multi-label learning (MLL) [7]–[13]. It was

first presented by Geng et al. in 2010 [3]. Unlike traditional
MLL, which outputs a label set, LDL outputs a label distri-
bution. MLL handles the ambiguity of “what describes the
instance.” In contrast, LDL [3] deals with the more general
ambiguity of “how to describe the instance.” Figure 1(a) is an
image of the sea [14]. Figure 1(b) shows the labels city and
sea obtained by MLL, and Fig. 1(c) shows the distribution
of the four labels obtained by LDL. Naturally, LDL provides
richer information than does MLL. LDL methods are gaining
increasing attention in areas such as soft video parsing [15],
age estimation [16]–[19], and crowd counting [20].

Various LDL methods have been designed to improve the
predictive performance [3], [21], [22]. Geng et al. [3] pro-
posed the IIS-LLD method by transforming the single-label
data into distribution data. This method does not consider
the correlations among the labels. Jia et al. [21] introduced
Pearson’s correlation coefficients to describe label correla-
tions. The correlation is encoded as a distance to measure the
similarity of any two labels. Zheng et al. [22] shared local
label correlations among different instances. The influence
of local instances are encoded by a local correlation vector.

Compared with the first method, the latter two methods
substantially improve the prediction ability.

In this paper, we propose a new cosine-based correlation
algorithm for LDL (COS-LDL). Let X be the instance
matrix, θ be the distance-mapping matrix, and D be the
label distribution matrix. Matrices X and D are given by
the training data, whereas θ is unknown. To obtain θ, we
construct a system of non-linear equations according to their
relationships. To avoid underfitting, we design a cosine-based
distance-mapping function. This function expresses the cor-
relations among the label vectors in θ. We also design a new
objective function and the corresponding learning algorithm.

Experiments were conducted on thirteen well-known
datasets with different numbers of instances, features, and
labels. Results show that the proposed COS-LDL method has
better performance than eight existing LDL methods in terms
of six different measures.

The main contribution of this paper is in four aspects:

1) We propose a new cosine-based correlation algorithm for
LDL.

2) We describe the correlations between any two labels by
combining the ternary and distance correlations.

3) The ternary correlation employs cosine similarity to char-
acterize the correlation categories among labels.
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(a) Example image
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(b) The labels city and sea ob-
tained by MLL.
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(c) The distribution of the four la-
bels obtained by LDL.

FIGURE 1. The difference between MLL and LDL.

4) The distance correlation employs the Euclidean distance
to describe the degree of correlation among labels.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents the LDL problem statement and several state-
of-the-art LDL methods. Section III presents the design of
the proposed COS-LDL method. Section IV presents our
experimental results for the thirteen datasets. The conclusion
and further work are presented in Section V. The details
of the minimization of the objective function are presented
in the Appendix. An implementation of the cosine-based
label distribution learning is available at https://github.com/
FanSmale/COS-LDL/ where the source code is accessible.

II. RELATED WORKS
We first review the basics of LDL and give the problem
statement. Then, we review popular LDL methods.

Table 1 lists the notations used throughout the paper.

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let F = {f1, f2, · · · , fq} be the complete set of features,
and Y = {y1, y2, · · · , yc} be the complete set of labels.
Training set S = {X,D}, where X = [x1;x2; · · · ;xn] ∈
Rn×q , xi = [xi1, xi2, · · · , xiq] is an instance, D =
[d1; d2; · · · ; dn] ∈ Rn×c, and di = [di1, di2, · · · , dic] ∈
[0, 1]c is the label distribution associated with xi. In fact,
dij is the degree to which label yj describes instance xi. For
normalization, we require that

∑c
j=1 dij = 1.

Table 2 illustrates an example of a label distribution sys-
tem, whereX = [x1;x2;x3;x4],D = [d1; d2; d3; d4], q = 5,

TABLE 1. Notations.

Notation Meaning
F The complete set of featuers
Y The complete set of labels
S The training set
X The instance matrix
D The label distribution matrix
P The predicted label distribution matrix
θ The distance-mapping matrix
xi The i-th instance
xir The r-th feature of the i-th instance
di The label distribution associated with xi

dij The description degree of the j-th label to instance xi

pi The predicted distribution associated with xi

pij The predicted description degree of the j-th label to instance xi

ξ The convergence criterion

TABLE 2. Example of a label distribution system.

sky water house sand tree forest sea desert city
x1 0.38 0.35 0.00 0.12 0.15 d1 0.16 0.55 0.10 0.19
x2 0.12 0.20 0.50 0.11 0.07 d2 0.14 0.20 0.10 0.56
x3 0.11 0.10 0.05 0.19 0.55 d3 0.85 0.05 0.03 0.07
x4 0.20 0.01 0.07 0.70 0.02 d4 0.10 0.05 0.76 0.09

and c = 4. The set of features F = {sky, water, house,
sand, tree} characterize the information contained the im-
age. The set of labelsY = {forest,sea,desert,city}
represent the categories to which the image belongs. Here,
x11 = 0.38 indicates that 38% of the area is sky, d11 = 0.16
indicates that forest describes the image to a degree of
0.16.

Now, the goal of LDL is to learn a model which could
describe the relationship between X and D. The predicted
distribution matrix P = [p1, p2, · · · , pn] is calculated by this
model and X , where pi = [pi1, pi2, · · · , pic]. Here, pij is the
predicted degree to which label yj describes instance xi.

B. LDL METHODS
The LDL problem is an extension of the MLL problem.
There are three strategies for solving the LDL problem at
present [3]. The first is problem transformation, the second is
algorithmic adaptation, and the third is specialized algorithm.

The problem transformation strategy transforms the LDL
problem into an existing learning paradigm. The PT-Bayes
[3] and PT-SVM [21] methods transform the label distribu-
tion into weighted single-label examples so that a single-label
learning framework can be used. PT-Bayes uses Bayes’ rule
to calculate the description degree of corresponding label and
PT-SVM uses a pairwise coupling method to obtain the label
distribution.

The algorithmic adaptation strategy extends the existing
learning algorithm so that it can handle the label distribu-
tion. The AA-kNN method [3], [22] employs the k nearest
neighbors of an instance to obtain its label distribution. In
contrast, the AA-BP method [3], [23] builds a three-layer
back-propagation neural network to output the description
degree of each label.

The specialized algorithm strategy develops new special
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algorithms based on the characteristics of LDL. The related
research [3] have shown that the third strategy is more effec-
tive than other two strategies. The designs generally focus on
three aspects: the output model, objective function, and opti-
mization method. The maximum entropy model [3], [4], [21],
[23]–[28] is usually employed as the output model. The op-
timization methods include the strategy similar to Improved
Iterative Scaling (IIS) [3], the effective quasi-Newton method
(BFGS) [3], [25], and the Alternating Direction Method of
Multipliers (ADMM) [4], [29], etc.

Existing methods mainly focus on the design of the objec-
tive function. Different divergences are employed as the basis
of the objective function, such as the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence [3], [21], [27], the discrete Jeffrey’s divergence
[26], etc. Some additional information is considered to help
improve the prediction accuracy, such as the label correlation.
The LDLLC method [21] encodes the label correlation into a
distance based on the Pearson’s correlation coefficients. The
EDL method [23] explores the correlation of emotion labels
based on the Plutchik’s wheel of emotions.

III. COS-LDL METHOD
Following the design framework of specialized algorithm
strategy, our proposed COS-LDL method includes the fol-
lowing three aspects: the output model, objective function,
and optimization method.

A. THE OUTPUT MODEL
Let X be the instance matrix, and D be the label distri-
bution matrix. We construct a distance-mapping matrix θ
to represent the mapping relationship between X and D.
The predicted distribution matrix P = [p1, p2, · · · , pn] is
calculated by θ and X , where pi = [pi1, pi2, · · · , pic]. The
predicted degree pij can be formulated as the conditional
probability pij = p(yj |xi; θ). Similar to other state-of-the-
art LDL methods [3], [4], [21], [23]–[28], the following
maximum entropy model [24] is used as the output model
to further describe p(yj |xi; θ):

p(yj |xi; θ) =
exp(

∑q
r=1 θkrxir)∑c

k=1 exp(
∑q
r=1 θkrxir)

. (1)

B. THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The aim of the objective function of LDL is to minimize the
difference between the predicted distribution and the original
distribution. We employ KL divergence [30] to construct our
basic objective function, which is given by

DKL(di‖pi) =
c∑
j=1

dij ln
dij
pij

, (2)

Where dij and pij are the j-th elements of the two dis-
tributions di and pi, respectively. The above formula does
not consider the relationships among different labels. In fact,
some labels often appear together, while others often conflict
with each other [21], [23].

The main contribution of this paper is to express the label
correlation through a cosine-based distance-mapping func-
tion combining ternary and distance correlation. The ternary
correlation employs the cosine similarity to characterize what
kind of correlation exists between labels: negative, uncor-
related, or positive correlations. The distance correlation
employs the Euclidean distance to describe the degree of
correlation among labels. We describe the construction of the
label correlation using the following four steps.

First, the correlation between two distance-mapping vec-
tors is computed as

cos(θi, θj) =

∑q
k=1 θikθjk√∑q

k=1 θik
2
√∑q

k=1 θjk
2
. (3)

Second, we express the ternary correlation as

δ(θi, θj) = sgn
(

cos(θi, θj)
)

=

 −1, cos(θi, θj) < 0,
0, cos(θi, θj) = 0,
1, cos(θi, θj) > 0.

(4)
where -1, 0, and 1 indicate negative correlation, uncorrelated,
and positive correlation, respectively.

Third, we describe the distance correlation as

dis(θi, θj) =

√√√√ q∑
k=1

(θik − θjk)2. (5)

Finally, we combine the ternary and distance correlations
to construct the cosine-based distance-mapping function is as
follows:

φ(θi, θj) = δ(θi, θj) ∗ dis(θi, θj). (6)

To avoid underfitting, we use the mapping function to
constrain the optimization process. The objective function is
defined as

T (θ) =

n∑
i=1

DKL(di‖pi) + λ1

c∑
i=1

c∑
j=1

φ(θi, θj) + λ2‖θ‖2F

=
n∑
i=1

c∑
j=1

(
dij ln

dij
p(yj |xi; θ)

)
+ λ1

c∑
i=1

c∑
j=1

φ(θi, θj)

+λ2‖θ‖2F ,
(7)

where λ1 and λ2 are the balance factors, and ‖ · ‖F is the
Frobenius norm.

By solving (7), we can obtain the optimal distance-
mapping matrix θ∗.

C. THE OPTIMIZATION METHOD
The limited-memory quasi-Newton (L-BFGS) method [31] is
employed to obtain the optimal distance-mapping matrix θ∗.
The BFGS method is the basis of the L-BFGS one. Different
from the Newton method, the BFGS method avoids explicit
the computation of inverse Hessian matrix. As an extension
of BFGS, L-BFGS no longer stores the complete matrix, but
stores the vector sequence to reduce memory consumption.
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For more information on the L-BFGS method, please refer to
the Appendix.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present two sets of experiments that aim
to answer the following questions:
Q1: which distance is appropriate for describing the distance

correlation;
Q2: whether the label correlation improves the prediction

accuracy;
Q3: whether the cosine similarity is better than Pearson’s

correlation coefficients in describing the ternary corre-
lation.

A. DATASETS
Table 3 lists the basic information for thirteen real-world
datasets.

TABLE 3. Details of the thirteen datasets used in the experiments.

Dataset Instances Features Labels
Yeast-alpha 2,465 24 18
Yeast-cdc 2,465 24 15
Yeast-elu 2,465 24 14
Yeast-diau 2,465 24 7
Yeast-heat 2,465 24 6
Yeast-spo 2,465 24 6
Yeast-cold 2,465 24 4
Yeast-dtt 2,465 24 4
Human Gene 30,542 36 68
s-JAFFE 213 243 6
SBU_3DFE 2,500 243 6
Natural Scene 2,000 294 9
Movie 7,755 1,869 5

For the former eight Yeast datasets, the instances include
2,465 yeast genes. The features consist of a phylogenetic
profile vector of length 24. The labels are the discrete time
points in different biological experiments, ranging from 4
to 18 in number. They were collected from five biological
experiments on the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae
[32].

For the Human Gene dataset, the instances include 30,542
human genes. The features are represented by the 36 numer-
ical descriptors for gene sequence. The labels correspond to
68 different diseases. They were collected from the biolog-
ical research on the relationship between human genes and
diseases [3].

For the s-JAFFE and SBU_3DFE datasets, the instances
include 213 facial expression images and 2,500 3D fa-
cial expression images, respectively. The features are 243-
dimensional feature vectors extracted by the method of Local
Binary Patterns. The labels are 6 classifications of emotion-
s, including happiness, sadness, surprise, fear, anger, and
disgust. They were collected from two widely used facial
expression image databases, i.e., JAFFE and BU3DFE [4].

For the Natural Scene dataset, the instances include
2,000 natural images. The features are represented by 294-
dimensional feature vectors. The labels are the 9 classifica-

tions of images, including plant, sky, cloud, snow, building,
desert, mountain, water and sun. They were collected from
the data on the artificial classification of each image by
multiple experimenters. The inconsistent ranking of each
image by different experimenter is converted into a label
distribution through a non-linear programming process [3].

For the Movie dataset, the instances include 7,755 movies.
The features are represented by 1,689-dimensional feature
vectors, which are extracted from the metadata such as actors,
directors, countries, budget, etc. The ratings are on a scale
from 1 to 5 integral stars (5 labels). They were collected
from Netflix and based on more than 50 million viewers
assessments [4].

B. EVALUATION MEASURES
Table 4 lists the six measures [33] used for evaluating our
proposed method. For the first four distance measures, “↓”
indicates that “smaller values are better.” For the last two
similarity measures, “↑” indicates that “larger value are bet-
ter.” These measures are usually adopted for evaluation in the
LDL community (see, e.g., [3], [16]–[18], [21], [23]).

TABLE 4. Evaluation measures for LDL methods.

Name Formula

Euclidean ↓ [34] Dis1 =

√√√√ c∑
i=1

(pi − di)2

Sφrensen ↓ [35] Dis2 =

c∑
i=1

|pi − di|

c∑
i=1

|pi + di|

Squared χ2 ↓ [36] Dis3 =
c∑

i=1

(pi − di)2

pi + di

Kullback-Leibler (KL) ↓ [30] Dis4 =
c∑

i=1

pi ln
pi

di

Intersection ↑ [37] Dis5 =
c∑

i=1

min(pi, di)

Fidelity ↑ [38] Dis6 =
c∑

i=1

√
pidi

C. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
Similar to the experimental setting of most existing work [3],
[21], [22], we randomly sampled the dataset 10 times. Each
time, 80% of the data were selected as the training set, and
the remaining 20% were used for the testing set.

Table 5 lists the parameter settings of the nine methods.
Here “COS-LDL” is our proposed method, and the rest are
popular methods.

For COS-LDL, the parameters were set to λ1 = 0.1
and λ2 = 0.01. For LDLLC, the parameters were set to
λ1 = 0.1 and λ2 = 0.01. For PT-Bayes, maximum likelihood
estimation was used to estimate the Gaussian class condition-
al probability density functions. PT-SVM was implemented
with the “C-SVC” option in LIBSVM [39] using the radial
basis function kernel with the parameters C = 1.0 and
Γ = 0.01. For AA-kNN, parameter k is the number of
neighbors and was set to 5. For AA-BP, the parameter n
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is the number of hidden-layer neurons and was set to 60.
For BFGS-LLD, the parameters were set to c1 = 10−4 and
c2 = 0.9.

TABLE 5. Parameter settings of nine methods.

Methods Parameter settings

COS-LDL λ1 = 0.1, λ2 = 0.01

LDLLC [21] λ1 = 0.1, λ2 = 0.01

EDL [23] -
PT-Bayes [3] Maximum likelihood estimation
PT-SVM [16] C = 1.0,Γ = 0.01

AA-kNN [18] k = 5

AA-BP [17] n = 60

IIS-LLD [18] -
BFGS-LLD [17] c1 = 10−4, c2 = 0.9

D. RESULTS
In this section, we list the results of two sets of experiments.

We compare the average results in terms of the evaluation
measures in Table 4. If the average results are the same, we
compare their standard deviations. Smaller standard devia-
tions indicate better performance. We list the average results
and the standard deviations over the 10 repetitions and rank
them based on the evaluation measures.

First, Table 6 lists the experimental results of different
distance correlations in eight Yeast datasets. We chose six
well-known distances to represent the distance correlation:
Euclidean, Squared χ2, Intersection, Fidelity, Innerproduct
and Clark. The formulas for the first four distances are shown
in Table 4. The Clark distance and the Innerproduct distance
are given by

Dis7 =

√√√√ c∑
i=1

(
|pi − di|
pi + di

)2. (8)

Dis8 =
c∑
i=1

pidi. (9)

We obtained the optimal distance correlation by comparing
different ones. For the Yeast-cdc, Yeast-diau, Yeast-heat, and
Yeast-cold datasets, the Euclidean distance performs better
than the other five distances in terms of all measures. For the
Yeast-alpha, Yeast-spo and Yeast-dtt datasets, the Euclidean
distance performs better than the other five distances in
terms of five of six measures. For the Yeast-elu dataset, the
performance of the Euclidean distance is second best in terms
of most measures.

Second, Tables 7-11 list the experimental results of differ-
ent LDL methods in all thirteen datasets. We compared our
proposed COS-LDL method with eight LDL methods, such
as LDLLC [21] and EDL [23].

For the Yeast-elu, Yeast-heat, Yeast-cold and Movie
datasets, COS-LDL performs better than the other eight state-
of-the-art LDL methods in terms of all measures. For the
Yeast-alpha, Yeast-cdc, Yeast-dtt, and Human Gene datasets,

COS-LDL performs better than the other eight state-of-the-
art LDL methods in terms of five out of the six measures. For
the Yeast-diau, Yeast-spo, s-JAFFE and SUB_3DFE datasets,
the performance of COS-LDL ranks the second in terms of
most measures.

E. DISCUSSION

Various methods usually have different rankings on different
datasets. This means each method has application scenarios
for which it is suitable. COS-LDL performs well on Yeast-
alpha, Yeast-cdc, Yeast-elu, Yeast-heat, Yeast-cold, Yeast-dtt,
Human Gene and Movie datasets. These datasets can provide
richer label correlation imformation than other datasets.

For s-JAFFE and SBU_3DFE datasets, the methods that
considers label correlation are not better than the method that
does not consider it. λ1 is used to control the impact of label
correlations. The smaller λ1, the weaker the label correlation-
s. As shown in Fig.2, the predictive performance of COS-
LDL method is approximately equal to the best performing
BFGS-LLD method when λ1 = 10−6. Therefore, for the
above two datasets, the label correlation is not very strong,
or the existing representations of the label correlation is not
suitable.
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(a) Experimental results on the s-
JAFFE dataset.
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(b) Experimental results on the
SBU_3DFE dataset.

FIGURE 2. Impact of label correlations on prediction accuracy.

We also observe that COS-LDL outperforms LDLLC on
most datasets in terms of all measures. LDLLC measures the
label correlation based on Pearson’s correlation coefficients,
whereas COS-LDL is based on cosine similarity. Pearson’s
correlation coefficients solves the problem of missing di-
mensions through the idea of centralization. It is suitable
for sparse data and is usually used for collaborative filtering
recommender system. In the current scenario, the dimensions
of the vector that reflects the label correlation are complete.
Cosine similarity is more suitable for this situation, and the
experimental results further support our point.

Based on the above analysis and the experimental results,
we can answer the questions proposed at the beginning of this
section.

Q1: The Euclidean distance is better than the other methods
for describing the distance correlation.

Q2: Considering the label correlation can improve predic-
tion accuracy in most datasets.
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TABLE 6. Comparison results of different distance on eight Yeast datasets (mean±std(rank)).“↓” indicates the smaller the better. “↑” indicates the larger the better.

dataset distance Euclidean↓ Sφrensen↓ Squared χ2↓ KL↓ Intersection↑ Fidelity↑

Yeast-alpha

Dis1 .02312±.00026(1) .03779±.00048(1) .00553±.00028(1) .00550±.00020(2) .96221±.00048(1) .99861±.00015(1)
Dis3 .02321±.00025(4) .03795±.00046(4) .00557±.00031(4) .00552±.00019(3) .96205±.00046(4) .99859±.00023(4)
Dis5 .02320±.00027(3) .03789±.00046(3) .00556±.00033(3) .00552±.00021(4) .96211±.00046(3) .99860±.00023(3)
Dis6 .02334±.00026(5) .03816±.00042(5) .00560±.00033(5) .00556±.00017(5) .96184±.00042(5) .99859±.00023(5)
Dis7 .02469±.00026(6) .04059±.00044(6) .00618±.00034(6) .00612±.00022(6) .95941±.00044(6) .99844±.00022(6)
Dis8 .02317±.00025(2) .03785±.00043(2) .00554±.00030(2) .00550±.00016(1) .96215±.00043(2) .99860±.00021(2)

Yeast-cdc

Dis1 .02764±.00017(1) .04225±.00032(1) .00688±.00029(1) .00676±.00022(1) .95775±.00032(1) .99826±.00020(1)
Dis3 .02803±.00036(4) .04277±.00057(4) .00711±.00046(4) .00699±.00037(3) .95723±.00057(4) .99820±.00026(3)
Dis5 .02798±.00037(2) .04273±.00064(2) .00709±.00045(2) .00699±.00037(3) .95727±.00064(2) .99820±.00024(2)
Dis6 .02813±.00040(5) .04293±.00068(5) .00716±.00047(5) .00705±.00035(5) .96707±.00068(5) .99818±.00027(5)
Dis7 .02909±.00040(6) .04455±.00070(6) .00756±.00047(6) .00746±.00042(6) .95545±.00070(6) .99809±.00026(6)
Dis8 .02800±.00033(3) .04276±.00053(3) .00710±.00045(3) .00697±.00035(2) .95724±.00053(3) .99820±.00026(3)

Yeast-elu

Dis1 .02781±.00030(1) .04141±.00043(2) .00625±.00048(1) .00619±.00030(2) .95859±.00043(2) .99842±.00030(2)
Dis3 .02788±.00028(4) .04150±.00038(4) .00627±.00045(2) .00621±.00033(4) .95850±.00038(4) .99842±.00029(1)
Dis5 .02782±.00033(2) .04139±.00046(1) .00626±.00054(4) .00618±.00034(1) .95861±.00046(1) .99842±.00033(3)
Dis6 .02790±.00031(5) .04151±.00049(5) .00630±.00046(5) .00624±.00035(5) .95849±.00049(5) .99841±.00027(4)
Dis7 .02867±.00032(6) .04272±.00050(6) .00660±.00046(6) .00653±.00033(6) .95728±.00050(6) .99833±.00029(6)
Dis8 .02785±.00030(3) .04145±.00045(3) .00627±.00047(3) .00620±.00032(3) .95855±.00045(3) .99841±.00031(5)

Yeast-diau

Dis1 .05428±.00081(1) .05975±.00094(1) .01321±.00105(1) .01300±.00077(1) .94025±.00094(1) .99665±.00051(1)
Dis3 .05449±.00074(5) .05998±.00088(5) .01332±.00091(5) .01310±.00066(5) .94002±.00088(5) .99662±.00046(5)
Dis5 .05437±.00077(4) .05983±.00091(4) .01327±.00103(4) .01305±.00076(4) .94017±.00091(4) .99663±.00047(4)
Dis6 .05432±.00074(3) .05976±.00087(2) .01325±.00105(3) .01303±.00074(3) .94024±.00087(2) .99664±.00049(3)
Dis7 .05456±.00082(6) .06003±.00091(6) .01334±.00112(6) .01314±.00077(6) .93997±.00091(6) .99661±.00056(6)
Dis8 .05432±.00072(2) .05979±.00090(3) .01324±.00101(2) .01303±.00075(2) .94021±.00090(3) .99664±.00046(2)

Yeast-heat

Dis1 .05894±.00085(1) .05948±.00078(1) .01258±.00113(1) .01241±.00066(1) .94052±.00078(1) .99681±.00069(1)
Dis3 .05918±.00087(4) .05970±.00086(3) .01271±.00118(4) .01251±.00076(2) .94029±.00086(4) .99678±.00074(5)
Dis5 .05914±.00075(2) .05967±.00079(2) .01266±.00109(2) .01253±.00061(4) .94033±.00079(2) .99679±.00069(4)
Dis6 .05927±.00083(5) .05982±.00079(5) .01270±.00099(5) .01256±.00065(5) .94018±.00079(5) .99679±.00056(2)
Dis7 .05973±.00071(6) .06033±.00071(6) .01288±.00110(6) .01273±.00058(6) .93967±.00071(6) .99673±.00075(6)
Dis8 .05916±.00085(3) .05971±.00081(4) .01268±.00105(3) .01252±.00068(3) .94029±.00081(3) .99679±.00063(3)

Yeast-spo

Dis1 .08160±.00118(1) .08408±.00126(1) .02450±.00125(1) .02426±.00120(2) .91592±.00126(1) .99376±.00051(1)
Dis3 .08163±.00127(2) .08413±.00133(2) .02459±.00154(2) .02418±.00132(1) .91587±.00133(3) .99373±.00060(2)
Dis5 .08206±.00134(5) .08454±.00131(5) .02487±.00140(6) .02454±.00122(6) .91546±.00131(5) .99366±.00057(6)
Dis6 .08195±.00133(4) .08442±.00137(4) .02481±.00150(4) .02445±.00132(5) .91588±.00137(2) .99368±.00059(5)
Dis7 .08227±.00154(6) .08477±.00141(6) .02485±.00144(5) .02243±.00130(4) .91523±.00141(6) .99368±.00052(4)
Dis8 .08184±.00137(3) .08436±.00139(3) .02475±.00159(3) .02433±.00135(3) .91564±.00139(4) .99369±.00062(3)

Yeast-cold

Dis1 .06777±.00165(1) .05875±.00151(1) .01204±.00259(1) .01187±.00146(1) .94125±.00151(1) .99694±.00137(1)
Dis3 .06796±.00159(2) .05896±.00144(2) .01216±.00277(2) .01202±.00144(3) .94104±.00144(2) .99691±.00155(2)
Dis5 .06829±.00162(5) .05923±.00136(5) .01225±.00292(5) .01207±.00131(6) .94077±.00136(5) .99688±.00180(6)
Dis6 .06817±.00148(3) .05910±.00123(3) .01220±.00253(3) .01203±.00119(4) .94090±.00123(3) .99690±.00145(3)
Dis7 .06845±.00188(6) .05937±.00168(6) .01229±.00325(6) .01202±.00140(2) .94063±.00168(6) .99687±.00187(5)
Dis8 .06822±.00162(4) .05922±.00144(4) .01222±.00254(4) .01205±.00128(5) .94078±.00144(4) .99690±.00148(4)

Yeast-dtt

Dis1 .04767±.00167(1) .04140±.00139(1) .00620±.00323(1) .00602±.00176(1) .95860±.00139(1) .99841±.00164(3)
Dis3 .04776±.00164(2) .04150±.00138(2) .00622±.00314(2) .00605±.00194(3) .95850±.00138(2) .99841±.00160(1)
Dis5 .04781±.00176(3) .04153±.00148(3) .00623±.00327(3) .00604±.00182(2) .95847±.00148(3) .99841±.00162(2)
Dis6 .04816±.00165(6) .04181±.00137(6) .00639±.00342(6) .01557±.00206(6) .95816±.00137(5) .99836±.00177(6)
Dis7 .04813±.00161(5) .04181±.00134(5) .00635±.00334(5) .00614±.00178(5) .95819±.00134(6) .99837±.00181(5)
Dis8 .04802±.00146(4) .04173±.00126(4) .00628±.00269(4) .00613±.00163(4) .95827±.00126(4) .99840±.00138(4)

Q3: Cosine similarity is more suitable for describing the
ternary correlation than Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cients.

V. CONCLUSION
As an extension of MLL, LDL can effectively deal with the
label ambiguity problem. To further improve the performance
of the LDL method, we proposed a method that exploits
label correlations. A cosine-based distance-mapping function
is used to estimate the correlation between any two labels.
Experimental results show that COS-LDL can effectively
deal with label distribution problems and perform better than
most existing LDL methods.

In future work, we will try to improve the performance of
the LDL methods in the following aspects:

1) Attribute reduction will be employed to reduce the time
complexity.

2) Other metrics will be used to replace the KL divergence
that describes the similarity between the original and

predicted distributions.
3) Other distance-mapping functions will be exploited to

represent the correlation of labels.
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TABLE 7. Comparison results of different label distribution methods on eight Yeast datasets (mean±std(rank)). “↓” indicates the smaller the better. “↑” indicates the
larger the better.

Dataset Method Euclidean↓ Sφrensen↓ Squared χ2↓ KL↓ Intersection↑ Fidelity↑

Yeast-alpha

COS-LDL .0231±.0003(1) .0378±.0005(1) .0055±.0003(1) .0055±.0002(1) .9622±.0005(1) .9986±.0002(2)
LDLLC .0232±.0004(2) .0379±.0006(2) .0056±.0003(2) .0055±.0003(2) .9621±.0006(2) .9986±.0001(1)
EDL .0260±.0011(4) .0429±.0022(5) .0067±.0006(4) .0068±.0006(4) .9570±.0022(5) .9983±.0002(4)
PT-Bayes .2298±.0124(9) .3485±.0154(9) .3879±.0277(9) .5607±.0710(9) .6515±.0154(9) .8777±.0100(9)
PT-SVM .0276±.0006(6) .0445±.0009(6) .0071±.0003(6) .0071±.0003(6) .9565±.0009(6) .9981±.0001(6)
AA-kNN .0279±.0006(7) .0449±.0012(7) .0073±.0003(7) .0074±.0004(8) .9561±.0012(7) .9980±.0001(7)
AA-BP .0871±.0070(8) .1475±.0131(8) .1399±.0501(8) .0073±.0058(7) .8538±.0117(8) .9839±.0017(8)
IIS-LLD .0269±.0004(5) .0429±.0012(4) .0069±.0004(5) .0069±.0004(5) .9571±.0012(4) .9983±.0011(5)
BFGS-LLD .0251±.0004(3) .0408±.0011(3) .0063±.0008(3) .0063±.0004(3) .9574±.0009(3) .9985±.0011(3)

Yeast-cdc

COS-LDL .0276±.0002(1) .0423±.0003(1) .0069±.0003(1) .0068±.0002(2) .9578±.0003(1) .9983±.0002(1)
LDLLC .0280±.0005(2) .0427±.0009(2) .0071±.0007(3) .0067±.0005(1) .9573±.0009(2) .9982±.0003(2)
EDL .0283±.0006(3) .0429±.0008(3) .0072±.0004(4) .0072±.0004(4) .9571±.0008(3) .9982±.0001(4)
PT-Bayes .2399±.0103(9) .3455±.0111(9) .3853±.0210(9) .5374±.0503(9) .6545±.0111(9) .8778±.0075(9)
PT-SVM .0298±.0007(6) .0458±.0012(6) .0077±.0004(6) .0076±.0004(6) .9554±.0012(6) .9980±.0001(6)
AA-kNN .0301±.0009(7) .0462±.0013(7) .0080±.0004(7) .0079±.0004(7) .9538±.0013(7) .9980±.0001(6)
AA-BP .0769±.0081(8) .1192±.0109(8) .0842±.0281(8) .0511±.0121(8) .8829±.0134(8) .9879±.0051(8)
IIS-LLD .0290±.0010(5) .0445±.0015(4) .0073±.0005(5) .0072±.0005(5) .9556±.0015(5) .9982±.0012(5)
BFGS-LLD .0284±.0011(4) .0449±.0016(5) .0070±.0004(2) .0070±.0005(3) .9558±.0016(4) .9983±.0011(3)

Yeast-elu

COS-LDL .0278±.0003(1) .0414±.0004(1) .0063±.0005(1) .0062±.0003(1) .9586±.0004(1) .9984±.0003(1)
LDLLC .0279±.0005(2) .0415±.0007(2) .0063±.0008(2) .0062±.0006(2) .9585±.0007(2) .9984±.0004(2)
EDL .0289±.0005(3) .0431±.0008(3) .0067±.0003(3) .0067±.0003(3) .9569±.0007(3) .9983±.0001(3)
PT-Bayes .2588±.0203(9) .3558±.0198(9) .4081±.0408(9) .6062±.1030(9) .6442±.0198(9) .8689±.0156(9)
PT-SVM .0293±.0008(4) .0438±.0012(4) .0068±.0005(4) .0068±.0005(4) .9562±.0012(4) .9983±.0002(4)
AA-kNN .0297±.0010(5) .0443±.0014(5) .0071±.0006(6) .0071±.0006(6) .9557±.0014(5) .9982±.0002(5)
AA-BP .0733±.0037(8) .1100±.0048(8) .0731±.0026(8) .0481±.0061(8) .8891±.0064(8) .9890±.0025(8)
IIS-LLD .0307±.0009(6) .0472±.0014(6) .0071±.0004(5) .0071±.0004(5) .9528±.0015(7) .9982±.0035(6)
BFGS-LLD .0308±.0009(7) .0475±.0012(8) .0075±.0004(7) .0073±.0003(7) .9552±.0017(6) .9979±.0009(7)

Yeast-diau

COS-LDL .0543±.0008(3) .0598±.0009(3) .0132±.0011(2) .0130±.0008(2) .9403±.0009(3) .9967±.0005(2)
LDLLC .0545±.0009(4) .0599±.0011(4) .0133±.0011(3) .0132±.0008(3) .9401±.0010(4) .9966±.0005(3)
EDL .0597±.0010(6) .0653±.0010(6) .0158±.0005(6) .0155±.0005(6) .9347±.0010(6) .9960±.0002(6)
PT-Bayes .4027±.0183(9) .4177±.0170(9) .5280±.0281(9) .8512±.0772(9) .5823±.0170(9) .8230±.0107(9)
PT-SVM .0628±.0037(7) .0686±.0041(7) .0169±.0018(7) .0167±.0017(7) .9314±.0041(7) .9957±.0004(7)
AA-kNN .0567±.0019(5) .0622±.0022(5) .0145±.0011(5) .0145±.0010(5) .9378±.0022(5) .9963±.0003(5)
AA-BP .0802±.0051(8) .0863±.0059(8) .0276±.0013(8) .0291±.0069(8) .9142±.0067(8) .9929±.0031(8)
IIS-LLD .0539±.0031(2) .0593±.0032(2) .0144±.0014(4) .0141±.0013(4) .9407±.0003(2) .9964±.0036(4)
BFGS-LLD .0444±.0022(1) .0476±.0023(1) .0089±.0008(1) .0083±.0009(1) .9513±.0027(1) .9978±.0031(1)

Yeast-heat

COS-LDL .0589±.0009(1) .0595±.0008(1) .0126±.0011(1) .0124±.0007(1) .9405±.0008(1) .9968±.0007(1)
LDLLC .0591±.0008(2) .0597±.0008(2) .0127±.0011(2) .0125±.0007(2) .9403±.0008(2) .9968±.0008(2)
EDL .0629±.0016(5) .0633±.0017(5) .0143±.0008(5) .0143±.0008(5) .9366±.0017(5) .9963±.0003(5)
PT-Bayes .4500±.0231(9) .4354±.0193(9) .5450±.0361(9) .8678±.1198(9) .5646±.0193(9) .8180±.0131(9)
PT-SVM .0625±.0023(4) .0627±.0022(3) .0141±.0010(3) .0141±.0010(3) .9373±.0022(3) .9964±.0003(3)
AA-kNN .0624±.0020(3) .0632±.0018(4) .0141±.0010(3) .0141±.0010(3) .9368±.0018(4) .9964±.0003(3)
AA-BP .0793±.0068(8) .0822±.0071(8) .0235±.0047(8) .0246±.0053(8) .9198±.0061(8) .9937±.0028(8)
IIS-LLD .0703±.0036(6) .0692±.0033(6) .0182±.0016(6) .0182±.0016(6) .9309±.0033(6) .9954±.0042(7)
BFGS-LLD .0728±.0031(7) .0791±.0029(7) .0188±.0016(7) .0186±.0015(7) .9304±.0034(7) .9961±.0048(6)

Yeast-spo

COS-LDL .0816±.0012(1) .0841±.0013(2) .0245±.0013(2) .0243±.0012(2) .9159±.0013(2) .9938±.0005(2)
LDLLC .0819±.0013(2) .0844±.0013(3) .0248±.0014(3) .0245±.0013(3) .9156±.0013(3) .9937±.0005(3)
EDL .0843±.0029(4) .0872±.0029(5) .0268±.0015(5) .0269±.0016(5) .9128±.0028(5) .9932±.0004(5)
PT-Bayes .4038±.0162(9) .4030±.0134(9) .4972±.0246(9) .7172±.0840(9) .5971±.0134(9) .8342±.0095(9)
PT-SVM .0878±.0019(6) .0893±.0022(6) .0280±.0015(6) .0284±.0015(6) .9107±.0022(6) .9929±.0004(6)
AA-kNN .0879±.0030(7) .0899±.0024(7) .0286±.0020(7) .0286±.0002(7) .9096±.0034(7) .9927±.0005(7)
AA-BP .0979±.0041(8) .1012±.0038(8) .0344±.0038(8) .0359±.0039(8) .8982±.0037(8) .9906±.0010(8)
IIS-LLD .0863±.0041(5) .0861±.0036(4) .0251±.0036(4) .0252±.0022(4) .9139±.0036(4) .9937±.0005(4)
BFGS-LLD .0819±.0045(3) .0833±.0038(1) .0229±.0019(1) .0226±.0021(1) .9168±.0039(1) .9951±.0007(1)

Yeast-cold

COS-LDL .0678±.0017(1) .0588±.0015(1) .0120±.0026(1) .0119±.0015(1) .9413±.0015(1) .9969±.0014(1)
LDLLC .0683±.0019(2) .0592±.0017(2) .0122±.0025(2) .0121±.0017(2) .9408±.0017(2) .9969±.0012(2)
EDL .0771±.0018(7) .0668±.0016(7) .0154±.0009(6) .0153±.0009(6) .9332±.0016(7) .9961±.0003(6)
PT-Bayes .5252±.0224(9) .4479±.0189(9) .5873±.0352(9) .9089±.1042(9) .5521±.0189(9) .7991±.0134(8)
PT-SVM .0753±.0080(5) .0654±.0069(6) .0147±.0033(5) .0146±.0033(5) .9346±.0069(6) .9963±.0008(5)
AA-kNN .0724±.0027(3) .0630±.0024(3) .0136±.0011(3) .0136±.0011(3) .9370±.0024(3) .9966±.0003(4)
AA-BP .0838±.0045(8) .0710±.0027(8) .0178±.0011(8) .0163±.0030(8) .9328±.0029(8) .9952±.0017(8)
IIS-LLD .0767±.0004(6) .0653±.0034(5) .0157±.0015(7) .0155±.0015(7) .9347±.0034(5) .9960±.0039(7)
BFGS-LLD .0745±.0004(4) .0641±.0035(4) .0139±.0013(4) .0143±.0015(4) .9348±.0035(4) .9968±.0036(3)

Yeast-dtt

COS-LDL .0474±.0015(1) .0409±.0013(1) .0060±.0024(2) .0060±.0022(2) .9591±.0013(1) .9985±.0008(2)
LDLLC .0480±.0020(2) .0417±.0017(3) .0062±.0028(3) .0061±.0021(3) .9583±.0017(3) .9984±.0011(3)
EDL .0508±.0022(4) .0440±.0018(4) .0069±.0007(5) .0068±.0008(5) .9560±.0018(4) .9982±.0003(5)
PT-Bayes .4879±.0242(9) .4156±.0192(9) .5416±.0438(9) .9069±.1580(9) .5844±.0192(9) .8113±.0186(9)
PT-SVM .0516±.0029(6) .0447±.0024(6) .0071±.0009(7) .0071±.0009(7) .9553±.0024(6) .9982±.0003(7)
AA-kNN .0512±.0019(5) .0443±.0017(5) .0071±.0007(6) .0070±.0007(6) .9557±.0017(5) .9982±.0002(6)
AA-BP .0622±.0032(8) .0531±.0029(8) .0097±.0012(8) .0122±.0037(8) .9465±.0024(8) .9969±.0011(8)
IIS-LLD .0535±.0023(7) .0480±.0023(7) .0068±.0005(4) .0068±.0005(4) .9520±.0023(7) .9983±.0013(4)
BFGS-LLD .0495±.0019(3) .0409±.0017(2) .0058±.0005(1) .0054±.0004(1) .9584±.0023(2) .9989±.0010(1)
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TABLE 8. Comparison results of different label distribution methods on the Human Gene dataset (mean±std(rank)). “↓” indicates the smaller the better. “↑”
indicates the larger the better.

Method Euclidean↓ Sφrensen↓ Squared χ2↓ KL↓ Intersection↑ Fidelity↑
COS-LDL .0864±.0012(1) .2153±.0016(1) .1839±.0051(2) .2362±.0117(4) .7847±.0016(1) .9464±.0012(1)
LDLLC .0865±.0029(4) .2156±.0021(3) .1841±.0034(3) .2367±.0053(5) .7844±.0021(3) .9464±.0020(3)
EDL .0869±.0024(5) .2174±.0022(5) .1848±.0053(5) .2389±.0119(6) .7826±.0020(5) .9462±.0020(5)
PT-Bayes .2624±.0069(9) .5314±.0109(9) .7440±.0201(9) .4391±.0369(9) .4686±.0109(9) .7461±.0080(9)
PT-SVM .1108±.0132(7) .2180±.0080(7) .2517±.0216(7) .2914±.0273(7) .7811±.0115(7) .9242±.0064(7)
AA-kNN .1189±.0047(8) .3335±.0043(8) .3461±.0104(8) .3749±.0052(8) .6665±.0040(8) .8960±.0042(8)
AA-BP .1056±.0037(6) .2568±.0026(6) .2350±.0062(6) .2124±.0080(2) .7432±.0026(6) .9312±.0023(6)
IIS-LLD .0864±.0023(2) .2155±.0017(2) .1834±.0040(1) .2355±.0086(3) .7845±.0017(2) .9464±.0015(2)
BFGS-LLD .0864±.0054(3) .2171±.0051(4) .1844±.0121(4) .1656±.0101(1) .7829±.0051(4) .9464±.0048(4)

TABLE 9. Comparison results of different label distribution methods on the s-JAFFE dataset (mean±std(rank)). “↓” indicates the smaller the better. “↑” indicates
the larger the better.

Method Euclidean↓ Sφrensen↓ Squared χ2↓ KL↓ Intersection↑ Fidelity↑
COS-LDL .1505±.0058(3) .1483±.0045(3) .0675±.0056(3) .0714±.0072(2) .8527±.0045(3) .9827±.0015(3)
LDLLC .1537±.0065(4) .1510±.0054(4) .0713±.0035(6) .0739±.0085(4) .8490±.0054(4) .9822±.0018(5)
EDL .1541±.0078(5) .1517±.0067(6) .0715±.0076(7) .0783±.0098(7) .8483±.0067(6) .9816±.0021(7)
PT-Bayes .1568±.0150(7) .1550±.0123(7) .0680±.0107(4) .0756±.0140(5) .8450±.0123(7) .9817±.0030(6)
PT-SVM .1617±.0137(8) .1602±.0113(8) .0759±.0112(8) .0801±.0148(8) .8398±.0113(8) .9805±.0030(8)
AA-kNN .1276±.0191(2) .1241±.0175(2) .0527±.0203(2) .0554±.0275(1) .8759±.0175(2) .9864±.0057(2)
AA-BP .1838±.0234(9) .1817±.0206(9) .1028±.0347(9) .1143±.0530(9) .8183±.0206(9) .9730±.0106(9)
IIS-LLD .1528±.0189(6) .1514±.0153(5) .0691±.0149(5) .0728±.0185(3) .8486±.0153(5) .9823±.0039(4)
BFGS-LLD .1158±.0066(1) .1126±.0057(1) .0426±.0046(1) .0765±.0079(6) .8874±.0057(1) .9892±.0017(1)

TABLE 10. Comparison results of different label distribution methods on the SBU_3DFE dataset (mean±std(rank)). “↓” indicates the smaller the better. “↑”
indicates the larger the better.

Method Euclidean↓ Sφrensen↓ Squared χ2↓ KL↓ Intersection↑ Fidelity↑
COS-LDL .1634±.0028(2) .1579±.0023(3) .0740±.0023(2) .0795±.0029(2) .8421±.0023(3) .9811±.0006(2)
LDLLC .1660±.0019(5) .1610±.0017(6) .0762±.0016(4) .0822±.0019(4) .8390±.0017(6) .9805±.0004(4)
EDL .1645±.0022(3) .1592±.0021(4) .0764±.0020(5) .0836±.0024(5) .8408±.0021(4) .9804±.0005(5)
PT-Bayes .1665±.0040(6) .1611±.0033(7) .0774±.0033(6) .0850±.0041(6) .8389±.0033(7) .9801±.0009(6)
PT-SVM .1710±.0052(8) .1646±.0061(8) .0812±.0055(8) .0892±.0068(8) .8354±.0061(8) .9791±.0015(8)
AA-kNN .1666±.0043(7) .1560±.0045(2) .0798±.0045(7) .0858±.0057(7) .8440±.0045(2) .9793±.0012(7)
AA-BP .1861±.0072(9) .1801±.0070(9) .1104±.0137(9) .1105±.0187(9) .8199±.0070(9) .9737±.0048(9)
IIS-LLD .1645±.0189(4) .1595±.0153(5) .0754±.0149(3) .0814±.0185(3) .8405±.0153(5) .9807±.0039(3)
BFGS-LLD .1585±.0021(1) .1519±.0015(1) .0686±.0019(1) .0729±.0027(1) .8481±.0015(1) .9825±.0005(1)

TABLE 11. Comparison results of different label distribution methods on the Movie dataset (mean±std(rank)). “↓” indicates the smaller the better. “↑” indicates the
larger the better.

Method Euclidean↓ Sφrensen↓ Squared χ2↓ KL↓ Intersection↑ Fidelity↑
COS-LDL .1660±.0026(1) .1641±.0022(1) .0951±.0036(1) .0958±.0115(1) .8359±.0022(1) .9747±.0013(1)
LDLLC .1667±.0025(2) .1649±.0020(2) .0963±.0045(2) .0965±.0101(2) .8351±.0020(2) .9743±.0016(2)
EDL .1971±.0031(5) .1902±.0032(5) .1238±.0054(5) .1299±.0045(5) .8098±.0032(5) .9668±.0018(5)
PT-Bayes .2867±.0105(8) .2783±.0079(8) .2325±.0017(8) .1849±.0103(9) .7217±.0079(8) .9295±.0079(8)
PT-SVM .3068±.0204(9) .2935±.0217(9) .2575±.0264(9) .1460±.0745(7) .7065±.0217(9) .9289±.0073(9)
AA-kNN .1814±.0059(4) .1784±.0053(4) .1136±.0117(4) .1159±.0073(4) .8216±.0053(4) .9695±.0040(4)
AA-BP .2058±.0030(6) .2039±.0031(7) .1439±.0048(7) .1487±.0100(8) .7961±.0031(7) .9607±.0018(7)
IIS-LLD .2097±.0059(7) .1997±.0051(6) .1299±.0099(6) .1339±.0085(6) .8002±.0051(6) .9652±.0034(6)
BFGS-LLD .1677±.0023(3) .1650±.0020(3) .0968±.0037(3) .1002±.0112(3) .8350±.0020(3) .9742±.0012(3)

TABLE 12. Comparison results of different label distribution methods on the Natural Scene dataset (mean±std(rank)). “↓” indicates the smaller the better. “↑”
indicates the larger the better.

Method Euclidean↓ Sφrensen↓ Squared χ2↓ KL↓ Intersection↑ Fidelity↑
COS-LDL .4262±.0073(1) .4670±.0047(3) .6684±.0135(2) .7795±.0347(6) .5330±.0047(3) .7366±.0058(2)
LDLLC .4328±.0011(3) .4707±.0072(4) .6772±.0164(3) .7959±.0325(8) .5293±.0072(4) .7332±.0069(3)
EDL .6226±.0082(9) .5826±.0045(7) .9365±.0274(7) .9622±.1268(9) .4174±.0045(7) .5949±.0154(7)
PT-Bayes .5727±.0225(7) .6565±.0100(8) .9824±.0252(8) .2853±.0125(3) .3435±.0100(8) .5842±.0182(8)
PT-SVM .6067±.0212(8) .6650±.0155(9) .9998±.0258(9) .2032±.0781(1) .3350±.0155(9) .5527±.0122(9)
AA-kNN .4343±.0261(4) .4415±.0184(1) .6557±.0462(1) .2801±.0180(2) .5585±.0184(1) .7269±.0232(4)
AA-BP .5262±.0188(6) .5749±.0127(6) .8982±.0315(6) .3262±.0147(4) .4251±.0127(6) .6420±.0152(6)
IIS-LLD .4766±.0152(5) .5332±.0115(5) .8053±.0257(5) .3958±.0141(5) .4668±.0115(5) .6810±.0109(5)
BFGS-LLD .4312±.0160(2) .4668±.0103(2) .6692±.0244(4) .7952±.0518(7) .5332±.0103(2) .7368±.0101(1)
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APPENDIX
We employ the L-BFGS method to obtain the optimal
distance-mapping matrix θ∗. Based on (7) of Section III, the
second-order Taylor series is

T (θ(l+1)) ≈ T (θ(l))+∇T (θ(l))T4+
1

2
4TH(θ(l))4, (1)

where 4 = (θ(l+1) − θ(l)) is the update step, ∇T (θ(l)) and
H(θ(l)) are the gradient and Hessian matrix of T (θ(l+1)) at
θ(l), respectively. The minimizer of Eq. (1) is

4(l) = −H−1(θ(l))∇T (θ(l)). (2)

The line search of Newton method uses4(l) as the search
direction p(l) = 4(l) and updates model parameters by

θ(l+1)) = θ(l) + α(l)p(l), (3)

where α(l) is the step length. α(l) satisfies the strong Wolfe
conditions [40]

T (θ(l) + α(l)p(l)) 6 T (θ(l)) + c1α
(l)∇T (θ(l))T p(l), (4)

and

|∇T (θ(l) + α(l)p(l))| 6 c2|∇T (θ(l))T p(l)|, (5)

where 0 < c1 < c2 < 1. L-BFGS can avoid explicit calcu-
lation of H−1(θ(l)) by approximating it with an iteratively
updated matrix B,

B(l+1) = (I − ρ(l)s(l)(u(l))T )B(l)(I − ρ(l)u(l)(s(l))T )

+ρ(l)s(l)(s(l))T , (6)

where

s(l) = θ(l+1) − θ(l), (7)

u(l) = ∇T (θ(l+1))−∇T (θ(l)), (8)

and

ρ(l) =
1

s(l)u(l)
. (9)

The computation of L-BFGS is mainly related to the first-
order gradient of T ′(θ), which is given by

T (θ)

θkr
=



n∑
i=1

exp(
∑q
r=1 θkrxir)xir∑c

k=1 exp(
∑q
r=1 θkrxir)

−
c∑
i=1

dijxir

+2λ1θkr + λ2

∑c
j=1

θkr−θjr√∑q
r=1(θkr−θjr)2

,

if cos(θk, θj) > 0,
n∑
i=1

exp(
∑q
r=1 θkrxir)xir∑c

k=1 exp(
∑q
r=1 θkrxir)

−
c∑
i=1

dijxir

−2λ1θkr + λ2

∑c
j=1

θkr−θjr√∑q
r=1(θkr−θjr)2

,

if cos(θk, θj) 6 0.
(10)
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